
Land Cover Data Processing 
This document provides a step by step procedure on how to build the land cover data 

required by EnSim. The steps provided here my be long and there may be short cuts (like 

using the ArcGIS command line to automate the process using a batch file) but this is a 

first step towards a comprehensive user’s guide. 

 

Land cover data source 

The GeoBase website provides an easy access to different data sources. The land cover 

data for the entire Canada can be downloaded from the following link: 

http://www.geobase.ca/geobase/en/data/landcover/index.html 

 

 
 

In its present form the above link provides three sub links 

• Description and documentation – this provides exhaustive metadata information 

• Download – this link provides an efficient way of choosing and downloading 

different map sheets. 

• Use – this provides an important information how to use the data 

 

I would suggest users to click on the Use link and collect the following three important 

files before starting the land cover data processing: 

• The symbology table file – this file helps to see landcover maps in ArcGIS with 

the right symbology; 

• Harmonization Land Cover Classification Legend – this file provides the land 

cover classification standards; and 

• Guide how to import the symbology table file. 

 



Step by step procedures 
 

Download the symbology file   
Click on the Use link from the above GeoBase website and download the file ‘lyr’.  

 

Download land cover data  
Click on the Download data link to interactively choose land cover map sheets. The map 

sheet named 072M (located inside the SSRB, note that it is possible to select many land 

cover map sheets) is here used for illustrative purposes.  

• Select the mapsheet 072M and click on submit 

• Select ESRI shapefile, Geographic from either the http or ftp website whichever 

you think provides a faster download. 

• Unzip the downloaded folder 

 

Import symbology table file and land cover data into ArcGIS 
1. Open ArcMap and add the symbology table file 

as a layer – It is suggested in the guide pdf file to 

first bring the map file and then to import the 

symbology. It didn’t work for me and I used the 

other way round. Add the symbology as layer 

first and then associate it with the map files I 

would like to process; 

 

2. Click on the red exclamation mark shown on the 

right side - a dialogue window appears that 

allows browsing for the the landcover shapefile; 

 

 

3. Go to the folder where you saved the land cover 

shape file and click on the “Full extent” (shown 

on next page) on the ArcMap toolbar – you 

should be able to get the following map shown 

on the next page and the associated symbology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

Reclassify the landcover classes  
As can be seen in the Symbology table file there about 31 land classes which needs to be 

aggregated into smaller number of classes needs for the study area to faithfully represent 

the actual data. SSRB also has a small extension in to the US and the corresponding land 

cover data should be reclassified in a consistent way. The US portion of the land cover 

data was obtained from National Land Cover Database (2001) from the following 

website: 

http://www.mrlc.gov/ 

 

The merging process of the US portion of the land cover data with the rest of the SSRB 

land cover map sheets from GeoBase will be described later. 

 

For the SSRB 7 classes are selected using the following reclassification (refer to the 

symbology tables for the corresponding land cover types associated with the numbers 

provided in the table below): 

 

Land Class GeoBase US part 

Crop 100, 101, 102, 103, 104 

120, 121, 122 

81, 82 

Grass 30, 33, 35, 36, 37, 40, 50, 

51, 52, 53 

110 

31, 52 

71 

Forest 200, 210, 211, 212, 213, 

220, 221, 222, 223, 230, 

231, 232, 233 

41, 42, 43 

Wetland 80, 81, 82, 83 90, 95 

Water 20 11 

Urban 32, 34 21, 22, 23, 24 

Snow/ice 31 12 

 

Once the land cover classes are decided then the reclassification can be done using the 

procedures provided below: 

 



1. Right click on the landcover layer and click “Open Attribute Table”; 



2. Click on the “Options” button and click on “Add Field”; 



 

3. Write “MESHCLASS” for the Name, leave Type as “Short Integer”, assign an integer value (I have assigned 3 for my case but it 

will not make a difference if one assigns some other value) for the precision and press OK. A new field is added to the table file. 



4. Click on the “Options” button again and click on the “Select by Attributes”, a dialogue box appears that allows selection of 



different classes; 

5. From a Geobase land cover data and according to the classification provided in the above table the classes that constitute the  

“crop” class can be selected by using the expression (“COVTYPE” = 100 OR “COVTYPE” = 101 OR “COVTYPE” = 102 OR 

“COVTYPE” = 103 OR “COVTYPE” = 104 OR “COVTYPE” = 120 OR “COVTYPE” = 121 OR “COVTYPE” = 122) and click 

“apply”; 



 

6. Click on “selected” 



 

 

7. Right click on the field “MESHCLASS” and click on the “Field calculator”; 



 

8. Assign a value of “1”  and click OK; 



 

9. Repeat steps 4 to 8 for the grass, forest, wetland, water, urban and snow/ice land covers with their “MESHCLASS” values 2, 3, 4, 

5, 6, and 7 respectively; 

 

10. Use the “Dissolve” algorithm from ArcGIS toolbox (Data Management Tools � Generalization) to produce a new layer with the 



“MESHCLASS” field only and click on OK; 

11. Give a name “MESH72M.shp”. (Note that it may be important to remove the map file and reload it again. It produces an empty 

result when I don’t remove and load again– this may be ArcMap bug); 

12. Rearranging the symbology based on the “MESHCLASS” field should produce the following result; 



13. Reclassify the other map sheets by repeating the steps 1 to 11. SSRB covers the following mapsheets from the Canada part; 

072E, 072F, 072G, 072J, 072K, 072L, 072M, 072N, 072O,72P, 073A, 073B, 073C, 073D, 073G, 073H, 082G, 082H, 082I, 082J, 082N, 

082O, 082P, 083A, 083B 



 

14. Merge all the map sheets together using the ArcGIS tool box (Data Management tools�General�Merge) 



 

15. Import the US land cover; 



16. Use a mask that covers the SSRB portion on the US part and clip out the portion(Data Management Tools �Raster �Raster 

processing �Clip); 



17. The US part is in “IMAGINE” format which is raster. Use ArcGIS toolbox to convert to shape file (Conversion Tools �From 

Raster �Raster to Polygon) 



18. Repeat the procedures 7 to 11 for the clipped US portion and merge with the Canada portion; 



19. Rearrange the symbology, zoom to the US-Canada border and check the consistency; 



20. Prepare a feature class for each land classes (Data Management Tools �Layers and Table Views �Make Feature Layer) 



 

21. Save each class as a shape file (Conversion Tools �To Shapefile �Feature Class To Shapefile); 



22. The coordinate system of each file might have changed due to a the projected US portion, in that case open a new ArcGIS 

window, add one of the map sheets from Canada, add the new shape files and force them to use the same coordinate system as the 

Canada map sheets, then export the files with the new coordinate system (see the figures below for the water class); 



 


